Pontoon Fender Installation Instructions

The fender should be placed so it hooks under the deck angle and rests just above the pontoon. The special curve shape of the fender allows it to be attached in the critical contact area where the boat is most likely to contact the dock, protecting both the top of the pontoon and the deck edge. Two mounting straps have been included to securely fasten the fender to the boat. On many boats, the fender may clear the water line allowing it to be left in position even while underway. Fender attachment should not be limited to the options listed on this label. The pontoon fender may be attached to other style of boats by using the included straps and/or standard rope or bungee cord. A proper installation is one that holds the fender in the best position to protect the boat from contact. Some boats may require using a D-ring fastener (included) to create an attachment point if the boat style does not allow access for mounting straps. Simply drill an 11/64 hole through the rail, deck angle, or floor supports and install the D-ring using the #10 x 1” stainless screw and finish washer (included).

Option 1 - Boat Style allows access under and around railing.
Secure the fender to the rail by hooking the fender lip under the decking and thread the 6' strap around the top mount in the fender and underneath the bottom rail. Wrap the strap around the top rail, pull strap tight and secure with cam buckle. For added security, the 5.5’ strap may be threaded through the side mounts and attached to the deck support angle or channel. Excess strapping may be cut off. Strap ends should be flamed to prevent fraying.

Option 2 - Boat Style allows access around railing but not under rail.
Secure the fender to the boat by hooking the fender lip under the decking. Thread the 8’ strap around the top mount in the fender and wrap the strap around the top rail or top and mid rail. Pull strap tight and secure with cam buckle. For added security, the 5.5’ strap may be threaded through the side mounts and attached to the deck support angle or channel. Excess strapping may be cut off. Strap ends should be flamed to prevent fraying.

Option 3 - Boat Style does not allow access around rail.
Secure the fender to the boat by hooking the fender lip under the decking. Thread the 5.5’ strap around the side mounts in the fender and wrap the strap around the deck support angle or channel. Pull strap tight and secure with buckle. Excess strapping may be cut off. Strap ends should be flamed to prevent fraying.
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